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Late capitalism, for Fredric Jameson, “poses tremendous and crippling problems for […] 
utopian imaginaries” (1988, 349). At the same time, Zygmunt Bauman argues that the desire 
for “a life ‘as it might or should be’ is a defining, constitutive feature of humanity” (2003, 
11). While the utopias of the modern world were largely characterized by stable territoriality 
and finality of an imagined ‘good order’, neither of these provides a satisfactory answer to the 
globalized, mobile, and de-territorialised 21st-century world. Defined by “sets of ties reaching 
beyond and across the borders of sovereign states” (Faist 2004, 3), transnational spaces 
facilitate transcultural processes of exchange as well as of identity construction. 
Simultaneously, as “floating, skating and surfing” have become central to contemporary 
(Western) experience (Bauman 2003: 19), this mobility (and the concomitant de-centring of 
the nation state) has spurred fear and anxiety on many fronts. Theresa May’s dictum, “If you 
believe you are a citizen of the world, you’re a citizen of nowhere,” is symptomatic of that 
position. Ralf Michaels draws attention to the irony of the fact that, “[t]he most successful 
transnational movement today is […] nationalism” (2016, 51). The contemporary pan-
European climate of increasing divisionism, populism, fundamentalism, and nationalism – in 
Britain particularly connected to the debate on Brexit – seems prone to spark the desire for 
(re-)visions of possible (utopian, near) futures, mediated in cultural products and taken up in 
on-going debates and new cultural practices. Such utopian imaginaries, as Naomi Klein 
(2017) makes clear, are indispensable to bringing about a fundamental transformation. More 
radically, for Slavoj Žižek, it is “a matter of survival: the future will be utopian or there will 
be none.” What are those ‘no places’ where the transnational can be imagined as an ideal and 
as an antidote to current re-particularisations, as envisaged, for example, in John Lennon’s 
“Imagine”, the postnational alliances in Star Trek or Mohsin Hamid’s novel Exit West?  

With the utopian quality of the EU crumbling, this section sets out to explore in what 
ways the trans- and postnational can be envisaged in literature, culture, and (micro)politics. It 
draws particular attention to the overlaps of discourses employed to imagine a future that 
needs to tackle both the causes and the consequences of mass migrations on a global scale. It 
also addresses the political quality of these visions as well as inspecting various practices of 
the transnational already in place (e.g. transnational activism). With this in mind, we invite 
interdisciplinary approaches to the transnational, particularly in the fields of cultural, media, 
and literary studies, economics, environmental studies, philosophy, history, and political 
science along with responses from all variations of English Studies.  

We seek to combine different formats for the section. We invite paper contributions 
for 15-minute papers that are to portray the vibrancy of different academic approaches and 
would like to finish with a 90-minute panel discussion that brings together representatives of 
the literary field (e.g. Zadie Smith, Robin Yassin-Kassab, Xiaolu Guo, John Lanchester, 
Mohsin Hamid), journalists (e.g. William Irigoyen, Naomi Klein), philosophers (e.g. 
Wolfgang Welsch, Heiner Bielefeldt, Rutger Bregman), sociologists (e.g. Thomas Faist, 
William Outhwaite) and political scientists (e.g. Roland Sturm). With this latter format 
reminiscent of the former forum discussion, we would like to include a debate on the 
discursive intertwinements required in order to explore the transnational by way of the 
transdisciplinary. 
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Possible topics may include, but need not be limited to the following: 

• social and cultural utopias of the transnational and their political potential 
• migration and the transnational 
• a mapping and exploration of the media and genres  that envision transnational spaces; the 

role of media in the utopias of the transnational 
• history, collective identity and utopian imaginaries of transnationalism 
• theoretical approaches to the transnational in different disciplines 
• the politics and rhetorics of the utopias of the transnational  
• new linguistic varieties representing the transnational 
• teaching (practices) and the utopias of transnational education 
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